The Bayard Partnership

Trainings & Workshops

Engaging with Corporate Executives

This two day Masterclass/Workshop will cover an in-depth approach to complex communication
issues and status reporting to senior management and ‘C’ level board room executives. It compromises some theory, completed with real life scenarios and workshops sessions. The tutor is supported
by an experienced communications executive who will be on hand to assist with one to one coaching
and advice where necessary. The Masterclass is supported by an optional exam.

Engaging with Corporate Executives
A hands-on effectiveness course for experienced business professionals!
How is the workshop constructed ?
• practical theory about emotional intelligence, persuasion,
infotainment
• strategising your communication
• hands on presentation tips
• real life experience
• blend in tips and tricks
• mix of theory and exercise (role-play, ...)
• combination of teaching and coaching

After this day you will be able to:
• ﬁnd the right way of bringing your message to an
executive level
• create a strategy for your message
• access different tools for clear cut concise
• adapt the different skills for executive communication
• improve your performance on executive level

Who is this course for?
Project managers delivering communication to executive commitees and managers who want to accelerate their succes rate
in communicating with executives.

Where?
This course is usually held at ‘Kasteel de Bunswyck, Leuven, Belgium’ but it is not location speciﬁc and can be organized at
any suitable location.

Costs
As training is not a core business of The Bayard Partnership but an internal service by which it coaches its new Associates, our
pricing is set to cover costs only and is not considered as a revenue stream. We try, whenever we can, to integrate participants
from our clients businesses to blend real life challenges into the theory and to build deeper knowledge sharing within the group.
For the standard two day course, as described in this brochure, our fee is 500EUR + VAT per participant. This fee covers all
course materials, certiﬁcation, refreshments and mid-day lunch. For in-house company speciﬁc trainings, please check with
us for availability and a ﬁxed quotation.

What our participants say about the course:
“I liked this course as it enabled me to understand how I could burrow into the minds of the executives I work with, how, in the space of a couple of minutes, I can ensure that the message that I want
to be heard can be brought to their attention with the result that I had in mind. It is a course I highly
recommend for any professional who comes across situations where an important topic needs to be
brought to the attention of senior management”. - Philippe Verborgt
“The course was very pragmatic and full of useful tips. For example we learned by Senior Executives to
have very short attention spans and how it is important not only to focus on what is important for them
to hear but how to hold their attention while telling it. During the course we had plenty of opportunities
to practice in live sessions the theories we learned in the class room, this was especially useful when
it came to managing change resistance”. Erwin Verheyen
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